Avoiding Liability for Indoor Pollution

or How To Keep Lawyers Off Your Back
Avoiding Liability

• Have Some PIE!
TIP # 1

- Incorporate
- Do Business As a Corporation
TIP # 2

• Shift liability to someone else
TIP # 3

• Notify Your Insurance Company When There’s Trouble
Tip # 4

• **Review Your Contracts.**
• **Make Sure They Do What You Want Them To Do.**
Tip # 5

• Be Careful About What You Promise
Tip # 6

- Review Your Marketing and Advertising Material
Tip # 7

• Make Sure Your Insurance Policies Are Up To Date
Tips # 8, 9 and 10

• Document Your Good Work When You Do A Good Job

• Triage Clients If Necessary
Tip # 11

- Hire a good lawyer.
Tip # 12

• Drink More Liquor!